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2018 Greater Sudbury Citizen Satisfaction Survey (Telephone)

What other comments, if any, would you like to pass along...
1) please have more water parks for the kids for the summer season. 2) fix the roads 3) the city needs a facelift .
2 month to get a recycling bin and it was cracked...roads i don't understand no care taken... the city is not inline
311 call centre should respond to bylaw enforcement.
A lack of cooperation among municipalities. Appreciate the city services
Activities for kids in there own neighborhood
Address the accessibility of people with disabilities in the community. Enforce the by laws and legislation
Address the infrastructure and let people know..follow through on your promise to build to a soccer
All they do is argue amongst themselves, taxed to death, wages not increasing at all, too many taxes. Take
away from EMS/Fire which has caused safety issues and even deaths (such as my husband who died because
I am an 81 year old woman please clean the roads in winter time!
am not in support of the new casino arena that is under construction, it will would force people to gamble
Amalgamation did not work and is not helping the outlying communities at all. Something has to be done about
that. Services that we (in the outskirts and outlying areas) had before the amalgamation were much better and
we had better services, now they are are much worse than they were before. Something should be done about
amalgamation is not working, reconsider it - go back to original model
As senior citizen very satisfied with accessibility to information and services available/out there. Would like to
Be more business and developmentally friendly, be come conscious of how tax money spent.
Be more cost conscious
Be more open with what you are doing... people want open government
Be wise with money/tax money. A lot of money that is going to waste.
Better communication with residents
Better housing for people that need it and keep working on the roads
Better road improvement.
better road service... improve the bus services
Better support community
Biggest problem would be garbage pickup in regards to limit of bags and scheduling
Build a new arena, entertainment facility on Kingsway. Go ahead and build it.
Building permits are joke...they charge too much ... when you ask for information they have no answers at all
Building permits is way out of whack
building Sudbury should start and be priority, by including individuals all the way to communities that have
Please clean the sidewalks better in the winter
Cant think of anything right now, keep improving our city.
Casino should be downtown... please fix the roads
Change 75% of the City Council.
Change the way they fix the roads.
Change the way they look at the city and the workers. Incompetent and lazy workers at the city, hire better
city council... should not be building other roads when the can't maintain the ones we have
City is doing good job just avoid the red tape .
city is short sighted with a lot of small town thinking
City needs to encourage the young
City of Sudbury is the worst city I have lived in.
City should get into new banking and payment systems
City staff took over 72 hours to respond to something I reached out to them about. I would hope that they
clean the roads winter time to reduce accidents.
Clean up the city, spend tax money better, economic situation is not the greatest. Start thinking for the future
Clean up the downtown and fix the roads ! Make city council/staff accountable for their decisions.
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Concerned about the rampant garbage, used syringes in parks, abandoned shopping carts. There needs to be
more accountability for the people littering. City hall counsellors need to better know their wards and finally do
Continue to revitalize downtown, and take care of low income and indigenous people to ensure good quality of
Corruption in the fire department and mayor department should be looked in.
Council should spend more time on preventive maintenance instead of waiting until things get broken down
Councillors should stop fighting, and Sudbury residents fighting - both about the future of the city. Keep picking
at each other, people need to be nicer to one another, more civil discourse in government and society. Limits
Counselors more visible
create and paint more bike lane
create more job for the youth to sustain/ support the aging population
create more jobs
Cut my taxes and improve your roads.
De-amalgamate the city.
Disability and accessibility is improving however handicap transit needs improvements in regards to booking
Disagrees with the casino/arena because it will result in everyone being broke and the Sudbury economy won't
benefit. There are too many people who are not working and receiving more money from the government than
Disappointed with services provided when you need help (referring to something going on with their yard).
Dissatisfied with the direction of the city, the amount of time they are not diversifying, mining industry there is
no tracking of the forms, lack of taxation. The big issue is arenas should be built up. There should be more
Do a better job with the city for long term plans
Do something about our roads - drivers are forced to repair automobiles - it is a form of taxation.
Don't agree will the new Arena and don't agree with the downtown core.... and don't like what they are doing
with the homeless... city counselors are that benefit themselves and not the community as whole... no liking
Don't agree with where the city has decided to locate new recreation complex, some things are not as
transparent as they should be, more need for homeless situation, transportation system in regards to transit
Don't build arena alongside casino on Kingsway
Don't build the casino and area
Don't build the new arena.
education system need evaluation
Election coming up so I will be sharing my comments then!
Every other city digs down to the ground line and then repave we just pave over
Find a way to fix the roads and stop wasting money thru municipal waste and divert money to where it is
Fix our roads...help the low income people and give the tools to work with
Fix our streets. Make the cities something to be proud. The City should be a place where people want to live.
FIX ROADS
fix roads
fix roads
Fix the damn roads
Fix the damn roads - they are the worst they have been in 50 years. One of, if not the worst, in Canada for
Fix the damn roads.
Fix the Downtown area and Roads
Fix the potholes
Fix the roads
Fix the roads
fix the roads
Fix the roads
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Fix the roads
Fix the roads
fix the roads
Fix the roads
Fix the roads
Fix the roads
Fix the roads
Fix the roads and the potholes.
Fix the roads in a strategic about it. Public transit needs better hours for out of town services.
Fix the roads please
Fix the roads please!
fix the roads please, please ,please
FIX THE ROADS THAT SEEMS TO BE GETTING WORSE BY THE DAY
FIX THE ROADS WE ARE LOSING THE TIRES AND RIMS.
Fix the roads!
Fix the roads!
Fix the roads!!
fix the roads, it is making me spend money that I need/ I could use.
Fix the roads.
Fix the roads.
Fix the roads.
Fix the roads.
Fix the roads. My brand new car has to be realigned after this winter.
Fix the roads. Try to make it easier with people wanting to start up new businesses and build houses.
Fix the roads. We don't need to focus on arena's, casino's or even landfill issues, these are not necessities! Stop
Fix the Roads... get rid of the old buildings
Fix the Roads... how to get the snow off the roads in a timely fashion...I want to know what's going on with my
Fix the roads... make them more pleasant to drive on... help the homeless to better living
Focus on first principles: general needs of the people. Pay taxes - but it takes 3 days after the snowstorm to
focus on the roads
Food prices are unbearable.
for the future of Sudbury we need to be economically financial and build on jobs
Garbage isn't pickup on time and they don't pick up everything. The taxes are too high for the amount of
Get act together faster
get funding for Sudbury orchestra.
Get off your ass and do your job
Get rid of the red tape
Get serious about transit and cycling infrastructure.
Get the arena on the Kingsway and put a difference focus on downtown. Get some roads done.
Get the roads fixed
Get the roads fixed up!
Get things done, that's good.
Get your shit together - fix the roads, stop hiring bad contractors for roads, get them to do it right the first time.
Go outside Sudbury and look at the ways they do things and learn from them.
Give me services to the outlying areas and stop focusing on the downtown area. Amalgamation did not work.
Giving a tax break to seniors
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Good job with sticking to your guns with the arena.
Grocery stores to improve.
Group homes are glorified babysitters.
have more cameras in long term homes
Have open mind with the future... make the city more aware of hearing and eye loss residents
He lives on a country road, there is no cleaning, they do it there by themselves. They want to see more
secondary roads, more cleaning services. The areas are not clean, and lack of volunteers for fire departments,
He want Better Housing, Cheaper bus passes, cheaper food, cheaper smokes, cheaper rent, cleaner apartments,
because the quality of life is so bad here. It is worst because taxes are so high and services provided are poor.
Health care and more care for for the elderly
Healthcare - Because we are a regional hospital, we have a lot of specialists, but we still don't have enough. It
He'd like to know why we have to subsidize a dangerous game of hockey when we're taking the way swings for
Help people with drug problem
Homeless downtown...needs to be helped
hope roads get fixed soon
hospital function needs to evaluated
Hot mix for pot holes is a much better solution compared to cold mix. Spend a little more money for a long term
How could you be so stupid to approve the location for the new arena.
I agree to the building of the Casino.
I am livid about the decision to put the entertainment center on Kingsway, next to the city dump! In order to
grow, the city needs a strong core, which would be downtown. We need to revitalize downtown in order to
I did have home improvement program through that greater city of Sudbury and I believe that they should offer
I do like the survey it is a good idea. good job on the new arena being built
I do not want to see a casino here in Sudbury. I would also like revitalization of Downtown.
I don't disagree with the moving with the casino and arena, I would just like to know if they have a contingency
plan. Will they be closing down all the outline casinos and arena? If so, the new casino/arena would not be
I don't think that combining the outside regional municipalities into one Sudbury was very beneficial to the
people in Sudbury. The city is a bit more run down. Bigger is not always better. Would like the see the
I ENJOY LIVING IN THE CITY, THE CITY HALL ARE DOING A GOOD JOB.
I feel they are going in the right direction with casino, arts center - but roads must be improved
I find that there is not proper housing, services, and transportation for people with special needs and disabilities
I have a lot of hope for the city
I know it's expensive, but you need to fix a lot of side roads especially near the Flower Mill.
I know they are trying to improve service, keep up the work.
I live in Hanmer and there is nowhere to shop. I need to go downtown and that area is hard to navigate--the
I live in Lavack and it is a small town. In the winter the side streets don't get cleans as well and I've been stuck
many time in the snow and when it starts to melts and refreeze and driving on that has been causing serious
I love living here, everyone who visits thinks it's terrific
I love the counselors that we have working hard ensuring that the minority is looked after.
I really hope that Sudbury police deal with the drug and alcohol problem/
I think it is important that the city continues to do these services so city counsel can better understand the
I think it is important to diversify the city's money and activities around the outer regions of Sudbury rather just
I think it would be more cost effective to go with volunteer fire fighters and better money spent with taxes.
I think most citizens feel very disconnected from the power that run the city. It makes it frustrating and also
leads to political disconnectedness. Politicians are interested in media coverage but do not follow through with
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I think that the city needs to review a lot of the senior management positions. We have a number of people in
key positions who do not know what they are doing. I think that there is a tremendous waste of money because
I think that the city should hurry up with the casino so more young people will have jobs and tourism will
increase. Don't worry about destroying downtown to build new building, rather make homes for the homeless
I think that the politicians don't think long term about the life of the city; which is downtown. We need to focus
our efforts to create community, foster culture and create business downtown. Downtown is were long term
I think the biggest thing is the complaints with the downtown business association. It's very discouraging. I
agree with the decision to move everything form downtown; especially since there is noting being done
I think the city should be more cleaner and more accountability.
I think the website is very poor, the city website needs a lot of improvement; I would rate it the lowest, a zero if
I could. Sudbury.com is a newspaper website and tis superior to the city's. I'd like someone it keep it current
with city news. Recently there was a hydro down issue or a big issue and there was no indication on the city
website that anything was happening. It never changes except to put new committee members names up. Its
out of date and hard to navigate. This is the first place people go and should be able to go but right now I
wouldn't even promote it. But the 311 service is excellent. About city recreation services for seniors - they're
appalling. The city depends on the YMCA and the Y is woefully underserviced and the footprint, meaning the
pool, is far too small and needs money and attention; and fundraising, for the pool not the Symphony. The arts
I think they to do better planning. It frustrates me that they always leap before they think and they waste a lot
of money. It's a very pathetic waste of tax dollars. We don't need sidewalk plows on little streets; it makes
I think we're over spending and not giving it back to the public. i.e.. services - snowplowing.
I understand the city has to grow but would still like the city to take into consideration what the people actually
I want to see more outreach on services and on opportunities like the amount of lakes we should educate
people more about the environment. Things people can take control of and help the impact on the
I wish politicians were not so crooked.
I wish they would go ahead with the new casino and arena, there's too much bickering.
I would like for the to not [] to build and fund the arena. No one is going to the arena that is built by Zulich.
I would like prior information about any construction taking place. I received one notice after the construction
I would like some answers regarding building a shed on my property, land coordinator needs improvement. 311
I would like the city to use bigger bins with wheels for garbage and blue box.
I would like the street pipes and man holes updated or looked into so its fixed once and for all. if I call for street
problems they are here they are good but it still needs to be fixed. all winter long the streets and sidewalks
I would like to know why the libraries don't have enough books and it is short staffed. As of the city hall it is
I would like to not lose my vehicle in pot holes.
I would like to see some work done with the roads, sidewalks, and infrastructure. They are all in a terrible state
and the city is very slow with doing something about it. The speed of the traffic in front of my house is never
I would like to see Sudbury to grow in to a world class city, behind on online services.
I would like to see the city and the citizens of the city better taken care of. They are trying to turn Sudbury into a
I would like to see the city professionally run with fewer and permanent full time counselors like other cities
I would like to see them more organized for i.e.. permits, and staff more informed on their roles and resources.
I would like where I live to be removed from the city limits, as a result property tax increased however do not
I would prefer they take the time to think about the casino being built which I am not in favor of.
I would say that there is quite a bit of corruption and I do think there is a little bit of mismanagement. There are
many things that need to be privatized. I think roads are a big priority STOP using cheap asphalt! If they used
I would the city to stand behind the new CEO at the hospital who is trying to make some cost effective changes
if it is possible can the amount of salt that is being on the road be disclosed to ensure an equal amount of
If taxes are taken from people of Sudbury, city should act on what they are doing with the money and show the
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if there going to spent money on consultants then listen to them.... and listen to the people
I'm not happy with how the city makes decision more towards to entertainment center. Feel city does not listen
Im sure my husband has a lot to say
Improve customer service. There needs to be easier ways to directly contact the city about immediate matters.
improve dog parks
improve the bus service...more available for seniors...improve playground areas for children
Improve the roads.
Improve the water quality, streets and parks clean, clean geese poop. Run city clean and neat and convenient
Improve the bus for public transportation, then more people would be using it.
improve transportation
In the spring, it should be made clear if fires are allowed. Clean up week should be advertised more clearly.
In the Valley the snow is not being removed in the winter, and when the snow ploy comes along it dumps all
Infrastructure is very important
Instead of spending 300,000 dollars to have a company from Toronto survey the for the new arena and then not
use those directives. They could have used that money to buy the golden grain building and build the arena
Instead of spending tax payer money on building new infrastructure, fix the old roads, buildings, etc. Other
things need maintenance before you building new things with the money. Tax money is not being efficiently.
introduce bylaw enforcement and animal services
It is beautiful up here.
it was a good idea that the city came up with the survey.
it would be nice to have more biking paths. The municipal road 80 has a lot of people speeding, we need a red
It would be nice to see the city grow in population. All the kids are moving away from town b/c there are no
It's A great place to live... never worry about safety... roads are never congested
Just clean up the city and fix the roads
Just want Accountability
Keep arena downtown!
Keep doing the good work
keep doing what you are doing
Keep focus on roads construction/ maintenance, they are in a horrible shape. Arenas should be more and might
Keep going in the direction you are going ... would be nice if you could be going faster.....Please fix the roads
keep it up with the good work
Keep moving forward to make Sudbury a better place
Keep moving forward with building the arena and the entertainment centre.
Keep revitalizing downtown, keep up road repair - don't use cheapest solution. Keep salt water out of Ramby
Keep the lakes clean and repair the roads
KEEP THE TAXES DOWN
keep trying hard, leave arena on the Kingsway
Keep up good work
Keep up good work and keep trying to being in things for the younger generation
keep up the good job
Keep up the good job.
keep up the good work
Keep up the good work.
Keep working on the roads, quick decision on Casinos should be taken, revitalize downtown.
Let us have a vote on things like the Casino
Listen to the residents other than the special interest groups.
Metroline Research Group Inc.
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Little more transparency... the people who are running the city should own up to there mistakes
Living in the active city of Sudbury... now we get half the services we use to...I would be a driving force to get
Look after the roads and schools
Look into getting better animal right laws. They should look into bi-weekly garbage, weekly green bin and
Lower the taxes and the water fees.
Maintain the roads. Safety needed, due to not enough walking areas, sidewalks etc.
Make a decision and see it through; instead of fighting about things. Arguments about the arena; do something
Make a decision on new arena being built, see extension of maley dr., more services for stray animals
Make better use of our tax dollars... our infrastructure is falling apart lets fix it now...things should be put to a
Make it easier for contractors to build and develop and improve the city. The building permits are too
Make sure the roads stay clean too much salt this winter
Make the city more wheelchair accessible. no handicap parking at city hall except for underground and if you
Make up your mind what you are doing about the arena and casino
mayors decision to open government is a farce
Mo other comments.
more funding is required for the housing, health care and job creation departments . mental health care and
more highways to ease the congestion on main streets
More input from taxpayers needed for decisions, need auditor general to look at road maintenance and who is
More of Mr Bigger... we never see him ... no nothing about him
More open, accountable and transparent.
More openness. Knowing more about what the city is doing - planning, administration, what proposals or plans
more policing with allowing four wheelers (ATV) on the roads engendering the children. They need to build
Move the new arena back downtown.
My biggest issue is the cost of rental units and amount of money we receive for ODSP.
My biggest issue is the roads - doesn't matter where you go - there are pot holes everywhere!
my biggest thing is the services---the arena were always an issue as there weren't enough. Kingsway
development is a step forward. We need to look at what other communities are doing to attract people and do
my comment will be my vote
My streets have at least 10 pot holes and in the winter the streets are not being plowed. The prices we pay for
Need improvements on road conditions.
Need more bicycle routes, better roads. Roads are pretty bad in the Spring, hard on the car shocks, they should
Need more cleaning crews around the city
Need to clean up the downtown and fix up the roads. There are lot's of opportunities for downtown but nothing
Need to run council better... the Sudbury name is Fragmented
Need to stop arguing and start getting things done in regards to fixing up the city.
Not happy with what they did with the old general hospital. It should have been remodelled or renovated. Its
NO TO THE CASINO BUILDING.
none. good luck in what they are doing.
Not impressed with the Kingsway for the Casino
Not impressed with where arena was moved to, would like it back downtown. Downtown area really needs to
be more paid attention to, it's the soul of the city, needs to be better taken care of and needs more parking
Not really. I just find that the city tries to do, it seems there's a fight over everything. A lot of people are against
not sure - maybe less focus on ranting, neg politics vs what people need, less celebrity endorsements
NOTHING COMES TO MIND, I HAVE NOTHING BAD TO SAY ABOUT THE CITY.
Work on the roads--this is a high priority.
Number 1-if you cant help healthcare, don't fix roads or anything.
Metroline Research Group Inc.
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One comment that I'd like to say is that they are...there's no indication of any of the regional roads where the
Our infrastructure really needs to be looked at as well as the roads. Believe the city council needs to work
Our property taxes are comprobable to Southern Ontario but do not feel we get the same level of services in
Our roads are the worst I have ever seen in my life and they are embarrassing. Maintenance is shoddy,
Overall the city is trying but need more effort for activities such as organized sports for children and ways to
paint direction on the roads to avoid accidents
Parks and rec - they take down parks and then they want to put them back up. Put them in where they're
needed, not where there are already many that exist. They took away the dock that we had down at the river. It
seems to be because of liability. We have our own volunteer firefighters and they have been looking at cutting
them out. When you live in a small area and you have to wait for emergency services...the community is aging
Pay attention and listen to the people.
Pay attention to the now... work for the future
Pay more attention to roads and hospital care
Please bring down the price of permits.
please clean the street on winter time
Please fix the potholes
Please fix the roads
PLEASE fix the roads it is embarassing and hard to travel. provide a flexible parking at the Health Sciences North
please look into the healthcare / the long care facility by the name YORK EXPENICARE which is really bad, it is
please make the deserving firefighter a full time employees
please recognize the entrepreneurs in the city, remove all road blocks for development, am in favor of the kings
please resolve the issue around building of casino/ arena.
Please take the curb out on St Anns
please work on the roads it is horrible.
Pleased with police and emergency services and not impressed with/feels strongly against city hall workers in
Policing does not seem very effective. The neighbor has been called on for gun related offenses and they have
Pot holes are the main situation that needs fixing.
Pot holes need to be fixed
procrastinating on fixing things, start fixing roads etc.
property tax is too high
Protecting and regulation water traffic, water pollution
PUBLISH THE FINDING OF THE SURVEY
Pull it together...we have a fabulous city and fabulous country stop messing up
Put a little bit more money into the roads and get all those new builders to contribute to the sewage plant.
Put money into roads and water mains
Quit raising our property taxes, and planning to the future - children will not be able to live here because of high
cost of living and high taxes. Not generating and bringing in new businesses, building business away from
Quit wasting tax payers money.
Really need to look at other cities to see what is working other places
Recently, there has been a lot of of focus on the downtown area and as result, the smaller outskirt areas are not
receiving enough attention. I believe there needs to be better recreational services provided, especially the
Road maintenance but a great city and keep up the great work. But fix the roads, please.
Road maintenance needs to be improved. There has been patch work for many years, its time to do something
Road near house is not just a "camp road" people actually live in houses out here and roads really need work
Road repairs; hire a company that knows how to build roads in Northern Ontario. The lines they paint on the
Roads are a mess... do something
Metroline Research Group Inc.
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Roads are a priority, don't waste time fighting over Kingsway development project, development charges too
Roads are horrendous. the downtown area needs to be beautified. The roads should be made more friendly for
Roads are poor, need more money for construction/fix roads
Roads are terrible and the speed limit on regional rd. 15 is not enforced. People go by at 120km/h.
Roads can use a lot of attention. Garbage pick up, throwing blue boxes all over street. A few people needed to
Roads need to fixed
Roads need to be fixed, concentrate on those that need the most fixing.
Roads need to fixed
Send the police officers to mental training to see what is going on in the public.
Seniors affordability and accessibility to city services because of raising the age of eligibility.
[]. W need to fix out other problems before we start building casino!. Tourism isn't well because the price of gas
Services we receive from the city I do not have faith in
Shake it up!
Should get better consultants
should have a strict rule on 'screen box' for garbage disposal.
Situation with Ramsey Lake, how the lake may be dead by 2030. We need to conserve the ecosystem around
special non-for-profit rate for police services
spend more money on roads
Spend more time and resources on housing and feeding on the poor rather than worrying about downtown
Spend more time looking at the programs and parks for children
Spend on infrastructure before arena's and parks. Take care of basics before "other stuff."
Spend our money wisely.
Spend tax money wisely/better
Start doing more for the small towns
start making improvements around the city rather talking about initiatives. In regards to handicap transit and
Start working on road work
Stop catering to downtown
Stop closing a arenas and building new ones
Stop doing these stupid surveys.
Stop planning for the future and start fixing things now. The city seems broken and I'm not sure future plans are
going to fix it. On police services - police are doing things they could hire citizens for and thus save money, i.e..
directing traffic. On libraries - Promote school libraries, consider amalgamating public and school libraries. On
Stop raising taxes and fix the potholes
Stop show boating for council meetings on TV ... make Decision........stop having consultant doing all the work...
Stop spending money foolishly
Stop waking things away from the suburbs and outskirts in terms of services and infrastructure. Too much focus
Stop wasting money, snow removal is horrible and help and put things in the outlying areas such as
Stop worrying so much about revitalizing downtown and put more money into sewage and drainage, and the
strongly disagree with the casino
Sudbury is a great place to live, I wouldn't want to live anywhere else!
Sudbury has no museum for the residence if we have one it might attract more visitors
Sudbury is very nice to live in!
Sudbury should have one common supplier for hydro.
Sudbury symphony should have an access to funding to revitalize the entertainment that they provide.
Surveys questionnaires are long.
take better care of seniors
Metroline Research Group Inc.
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Take better care of the roads.
Take care of roads... and the elderly
Take care of the basics first
Take care of the roads and seniors
tax money spent better/towards fixing roads and waste management
Taxes are high and not enough adequate services for the amount of taxes we pay.
Taxes are too high for market prices
Taxes are too high, the roads are terrible and it seems that everyone on the council is crooked.
Taxes are too high.
taxes too high for seniors on fixed income, not enough jobs for young, public transit not good.
thank you for taking care of my husband that health problems
that there needs to be a change in the transportation system so that its more effective. more investment into
The 311 staff are not always good with communicating the request to the municipal department that would
take action. I am concerned about urban sprawl, and the lack of available housing options as well as the
amount of effort being put into attracting and maintaining young people in the community. I'm also concerned
The arena is too expensive. Not very central.
The arena should not be put downtown, it will not help the whole city, just a few people. Build a convention
center with the arena down town so many people can have access. We call in consistently and nothing is done.
The roads are terrible and destroying cars and people are afraid to drive at night. I think it comes down to the
The as a greater city of Sudbury we are getting better so keep it up
The casino should be flushed down the toilet... the martial used in pavement and purchase materials that have
The Casino will not bring in the people... we need to bring down taxes and make more work for the young
the children services should do there investigation in a proper manner before splitting families
the city does not treat low income families with respect
the city government has to make a decision and keep it or don't make... still waiting to here from my city
The city is doing well but, we need to improve social housing and accept refugees. We don't have a good mix of
The city is great! I have a nurse come to check on me weekly because I have high blood pressure and I am a
The city is not open for business . it puts barriers for investors and numbers of people who wanted to-invest in
The City need to educate themselves on harm reduction. I hope that they will consult the experts on addiction
and get a better understanding of what addiction is. The city needs to do consultations on both sides of the
The city needs to aid with housing and real estate in the Sudbury. The prices are extremely expensive and its
The city needs to improve the roads and the sidewalks. Road maintenance is poor!
The city needs to utilize finances correctly. The council members use tax money and hire companies that they
have a personal connection with. Council members will hire a friend's company even if it is not the most
The city roads are a big issue.
the city should build affordable housing for the older communities that don't have a lot of money to get by.
The city should build dual roads, connecting outline regions with the city regions.
The city should concentrate more on the roads and repairing them.
the city should take extra care of the seniors/old people as they are increasing in population
The city transit in Naughton only come in an hour and half. There needs to be more frequent transit.
The council now seems to work better than the previous council. A lot more functioning. There need to be
better allocation of taxes. The roads are bad and it seems that nothing the city does makes a difference. Maybe
The council needs to listen to needs of the citizens.
The council needs to work together cohesively. Council members are concerned about each ward and not the
city of Sudbury as a whole. This is problematic as it does not allow for the city to move forward regarding
The empty building that are not being used should be turned into seniors assisted living facility
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The fire department wants full time firemen but we can't afford that. The volunteer fire men are doing pretty
the garbage service should offer a pick up option for people who don't have the equipment or car to dump
The government needs to ensure that all promises are kept and that the public is well informed on the decision
The healthcare is accessible and they should continue to put effort towards ensuring the healthcare system
The hire a lot of people to do studies, and they do not listen to what those consultants have to say. Either do
the housing process is being taken advantage of, people who don't deserve it have should be screen enough.
the hydro price is high.
The local government needs to focus on diversifying the economy. They need to create part-time jobs and
The main concerns are the tax rates and the roads.
The methods of reconstruction for the road need to be re-evaluated. No more patchwork.
The one thing I know that a lot of people are angry about is that the Mayor only got his own street paved but he
didn't do any other street. It's all favoritism. The Mayor does not respond to my calls or emails. My Councillor is
the paints on the roads have faded not visible to drivers , it hazardous and dangerous. the traffic signs should be
The parking bylaws need to be improved, no body is following the rules and its very difficult to get by.
the property tax keep going up without us the residence seeing the purpose of the hike, cause our roads are in
the public transit needs more buses , more frequent stops
The quality of the roads that are maintained by the city. The city shouldn't have changes the age gap for seniors
from 55 to 65. If you're trying to promote a more health lifestyle for seniors the discounted rate for gym
The road conditions are terrible, and there is a lot of littering! I would like to know when you have projects and
how much they are costing tax payers; there needs to be better communication between city officials and the
The road conditions are terrible. Tax money should be better allocated there !
The road conditions are the worst I have seen since living here.
The road conditions are dangerous. We need to bring back the business to the city and do more tourism and
The roads conditions need to be fixed.
The roads are awful, it has cracked my windshield and the constructions that is on going is not helping as well
The roads are bad please fix it and maintain it
the roads are filled with pot holes... need more attention
The roads are horrible!
The roads are major concern.
The roads are poor and they need to be fixed. The roads have a lot of potholes and it's dangerous.
The roads are really bad and need repair. They need to be cautious of over building around the lakes and green
The roads are terrible and the repairs are not done in a timely fashions. (two rims on the vehicles are bend).
The roads need a lot of improvement and we should be covered in the the cities water and wastewater
The roads need improvement!
The roads need maintenance. The hospital services are not good and there are not proper home care services
The roads need to be improve med.
The roads need to be updated. The homeless need more programs because they're having a hard time!
The roads on south end on treeveiew and gateway are horrible. The taxes the on water is increasing ways to
The roads should be maintained.
The services have to improve, and the roads have to improve drastically. Park maintenance also has to be kept
The Ski hills were closed and that was a great recreation activity for youth. Public transit needs to be improved. I
the tax is too high for a small city
The taxing in the city is very high and the city council wages are too high and this takes away from the funding
The transit is not very user friendly
the transit more buses, less time for circulation and more staff
The volunteer fire department needs resources and money. Not just volunteers, but paid and trained staff. They
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the waiting time to nursing home is not acceptable
the water and wastewater prices for services are too high.
The water prices are too expensive. How can I pay I pay more for waste water than clean water . There should
The water prices are too high and the streets are in bad shape.
The water used to be very clean and the smell of chlorine in our water was not as so obvious. The roads used to
The way the ward system works makes it difficult to come together--they do not see the big picture. The make
decisions based on "silo's. " I watch council meetings and their seems to be a lot of under-preparedness when it
Their are a lot of addicts in Sudbury and they need to increase drug programs and mental health programs. They
There needs to be better quality trails for people who have walk. Winter is over, so the roads need to be fixed.
There are a lack of volunteer fire fighters, we need to do better recruiting.
There are going to be refurbishing an old gold mine ( carrying dirt and rocks ) on the roads which cannot contain
that extra weight. It is a safety concern, and there roads need to be upgraded to proper standards before any of
that refurbishing occurs. The paid for the appraisal on the new entertainment facility on Kingsway, taxes paid
there are too many city bylaws... roads are horrible... taxes are too high...the casino keeps dragging on
There is lack of infrastructure to support local businesses. The majority of the city are shift workers but there
are no 24 hour shops, so there are not many services available. Many seniors with disabilities are without public
transit service, I don't think there is enough support for them in housing and social services. The city is currently
there is no pride of ownership and city needs to improve this. Wasting time on rec. centers rather taking care of
There is too much "red tape", every project takes forever to get started or completed. City staff are not able to
There needs to be a proper site for safe needle injection.
There needs to be an easier form of communication between city members and tax payers.
There needs to be more affordable amenities and services provided to seniors, especially as it pertains to home
There needs to be more apartment buildings being made for senior citizens.
There needs to be more initiative for the homeless. Police services are very poor due to lack of resources ( not
enough staff to support everyone's issues). The road maintenance is terrible, Sudbury has some of the worst
roads in Canada (causing problems with cars; not safe to be driving on it. Recreation- I have two teenagers and
There needs to be some bike lanes between cities and there needs to be a sewage plant for Kapreol. The roads
There should be more done to bring younger people into the community.
There should be enough road signs for visitors coming to visit their loved one. There should be marking on two
there should be more senior housing
They are doing a good job
They are doing a great job regardless of what people say
They are doing a great job. The only thing that would make the city better is more hiking, cycling and walking
They are doing an okay job but taxes all around are really high and there aren't many services being provided.
There is a lot of waste in the dollars that are being spent or maybe have them better allocated so that we can
They are making a big mistake of making the Casino... Need to keep lakes cleaner
They are putting a ferrochrome plant close to where I live and it is very bad for the community. We don't need
They are spending too much foolishly - like French arts center.
They don't seem to be too anxious to build anymore senior residence, or condos for seniors. Many seniors want
They have to do something about the gas prices. They should also do more about snow plowing in the winter.
They have to put more money into the infrastructure and the roads. Build more senior residence and affordable
housing for seniors. Build a new venue for hockey team and entertainment to help with tourism. we have to
they need to be more open minded... once a decision is made stick to it
They need to change the layout of downtown such as the terminal, LCBO, and Tim Hortons. Would like to see
They need to do more for the elderly, especially for housing and specific services.
They need to find a way to have more entertainment for children within the city and downtown lacks
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They need to make more events regarding recycling, there should be more events, love to see downtown
They need to open a new sports complexes and develop more recreational centres throughout the city.
They need to pay attention to arts and culture besides the new arena complex. City should do something about
human trafficking and prostitution. Ward Councillor doesn't care about it and neither does city council, should
They need to think to the future - for future generations. Not putting things in place to keep young people
here. Economic development is not here for future generations. Why cant we have a vital downtown core They need to update programs and policies. The stores during Christmas close way too early and this is an old
way of life. We need young council members to introduce new and fresh ideas. We need to stop being
They should act on the projects at hand that need to be done and stop with the consultations. for example the
They should do more for seniors; give them more money to live.
They should inform people more on what they are doing, what they are planning, not just money from
They should look at other areas like southern Ontario's and try and make Sudbury more senior friendly. Prevent
They should re-look at Highway 17.
Things are moving very well with promoting tourism and making it a viable centre in the north. The new
Think more ahead...Board walk and get rid of old hospital
this should have been available in French
Tired of paying taxes.
To invest more into youth for recreation to keep them out of trouble, more parks, more trails, more facilities
To make a place where young people can live too.
To offer more grants to small business
To start thinking beyond four year election periods. There should be long range planning such as 20 year
Try keeping up the good work and do what you say you will do.
Try to fix the roads and clean up the garbage around the city. Need a little more pride in our city.
TRY TO IMPROVE THE ROADS
undo the amalgamation
Unless someone calls and reports a pothole it does not get fixed. There is poor staffing. This shouldn't be the
Up keep Up keep Up keep!
Very disappointed with casino... how they inform people
Volunteer firefighters--they have to make sure we don't end up with less service then we have now. They
should make it worth their while. I don't understand why it takes so long to repair the roads. They aren't even
Wake up stop gouging people with building permits... very unfriendly city to do business with
Ward 9 is too big. Fire and Ems services shouldn't be together on surveys. Please leave the ski hill open.
ward council should not be seeking an advice from Toronto, as they are full capable of making decision for
we are losing jobs to north bay because of the permits of housing and business being so expensive and hard to
We can't keep dragging our feet on the arena. Build it already. Things don't get here and all we do is sit and
wait. A lot people are saying that we should do what we did back then but we should look into the future and
we don't get a lot of police car / services in the outer part of the time, we would like it if we have more
We have to think about the elderly and future children... we have to think about manufacturing
We just got an outdoor basketball park and its always parked. I think we need more facilities like that, or even a
We need better road improvement in the south end of the city. Pavement instead of dirt roads.
We need more entertainment and cultural events
we need more facilities to cope with the aging population, they need to create more activities for seniors. the
We need more non profit housing for seniors
we need more roads to open/ created for the traffic that is affecting the city because of the economy growth
We need programs for young children, especially handicapped. Focus on outskirts of city, not just city core.
We need safe cross walks
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We need to attract more younger people and diversify the industry more than just mining.
We need to explore the amalgamation
We need to start supporting our Arts and sports, and look forward to presenting Sudbury as a world class city.
We need to stop putting pineapple on pizza.
we should not have homeless people , Canada is developed country
Welfare office looks down on people and they degrade you for being poor they should get a sensitivity class. the
We've chosen to stay here even though this isn't our city of birth and we've chosen to stay b/c of the quality of
services and accessibility to recreation and lakes. We also like that is seems very friendly. I appreciate the
What do they want to do - how can we keep what we have. City council is short sighted.
what to know where the tax spending goes to
When collecting garbage it is not done in effective clean way garbage end up all over the street.
When I've had contact with city planning staff it was unpleasant. Personally, planning staff is bias and that could
be problematic as they seem to prefer developers as opposed to citizens. They should be neutral. Not employed
When planning is done there should be follow through. Not sure that happens. I've been part of planning
When they are revitalizing downtown they need to include more parking. The roads really need to improve.
When they clean the streets after winter they did not clean up my street and it looks rugged. (Rutherford and
Prestige) When I see city staff outdoors they are always talking on their phones or each other rather paying
When you plan, plan for the long term future. Things that will stick.
Why is there a fee on top of changing address?. Very dissatisfied with the plowing this year roads were very
will like more news about the neighbourhoods around Sudbury.
Winter clean up is done poorly. There needs to be bylaws about motor boats on Ramsey Lake; there is so much
damage being done to it's surrounding ecosystem. Many of the apartment building on the West side used to be
Work on the bus transit and the roads, I have a pregnant daughter that finds it hard to travel.
Work on the roads and hospitals
work on the roads, the curbs are horrible for people in wheelchairs. People riding bikes on sidewalks --police
Work on the roads. More hospitals are also needed.
Would like information advertised about services and programs available to people
Would like the city stop being run by a contractor
Would like the roads to be fixed. If I were a tourist coming into this town with roads as is, I would not be
would like the to know the strategies and funding for the next coming years on how the roads will be fixed and
Would like to see a Good Vision for the future
Would like to see more walking trails... and more dog parks
Would like to see the roads in better shape and more attention paid to clearing snow in winters.
Would love free parking downtown as city is focused on revitalizing downtown area however do not
accommodate parking times associated with amount of time spent downtown. Would like to see tours
You need to get the highways 537 fixed.
You have to consider the future generation and maintain the natural integrity of Sudbury.
Your headed in the right direction keep going...things are improving at a steady pace
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